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Motivation

• A major source of public policy debate is the resilience of cities in the face of large shocks

– Natural disasters, including earthquakes, hurricanes and flooding

– Wartime destruction 

• How resilient is city structure in the face of a large-scale shock?

• What is the key driver of the resilience of city structure? 

• Understanding the mechanisms is relevant for rebuilding cities after large-scale shocks and 

revitalization policies to address urban decline
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This paper

• We look at the atomic bombing and recovery of Hiroshima

– The city center experienced destruction by the atomic bombing in 1945

– We newly digitize the variation of economic activities within the city from 1936 to 1975

• We find that Hiroshima’s internal city structure was remarkably resilient: the city center 

recovered just five years after the bombing

– Our reduced-form analysis suggests that it is hard to explain this resurgence of the city center 

in terms of location characteristics

• We develop a new quantitative dynamic urban model that combines key ingredients central to 

evaluating the impact of a large shock on the organization of economic activity within a city

• We estimate the model parameters using the observed data of Hiroshima

• Model’s calibration shows that strong agglomeration forces are required to explain the recovery 

of the city center, and these agglomeration forces imply the existence of multiple equilibria

– The re-emergence of the pre-war city structure is driven by a coordination of expectations 

around the focal point
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Road map

– Historical background and data

– Reduced-form evidence 

– Theoretical framework 

– Estimation

– Quantitative results 

– Conclusion



Atomic bombing in Hiroshima

• Hiroshima has been a major city in Japan

– Population approximately 400,000 in 1940: 7th largest city in Japan

•  US Army Air Forces dropped the atomic bomb ("Little Boy") on August 6, 1945, close to 

Hiroshima’s city center

–  US did not conduct conventional air raids before the atomic bombing to assess the effect 

of the atomic bomb

• The serious radioactive contamination caused by the bombing decayed quickly

– Radiation level at the epicenter became 1/1,000 a day after the bombing and 1/1,000,000             

a week later (source: Government official and US Army)

• Public recovery plan was severely underfunded until 1949 
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• The death rate was nearly 100% for 

those within 1km of the epicenter

• Almost all buildings within 2 km of 

the epicenter were destroyed

• City outskirts avoided the severest 

destruction and even experienced a 

population increase
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Data

• The unit of analysis is the “block” (cho-cho-moku), and we use 174 blocks in Hiroshima City

– Average block size is 0.32 km2

• We have collected and digitized a variety of historical sources on Hiroshima City, beginning in 

the 1930s:

–  Fraction of destroyed buildings in each block

–  Population in each block from 1933 to 1975

–  Employment and establishment in each block from 1938 to 1975 

–  Commuting pattern

–  Proxies of fundamental locational amenities and productivity

–  GIS data for map and transport network

• We focus on the administrative Hiroshima city as of the bombing throughout our analysis

– This approximately equals the metropolitan area of Hiroshima City in the pre-war period
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Descriptive and reduced-form evidence



     Dynamics of city structure

1936 before bombing

In 1936, before 

the bombing
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     Dynamics of city structure

November 1945
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     Dynamics of city structure

In 1950, five years 

after the bombing
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Reduced-form evidence

 Little evidence that the fundamental locational advantages of the city center explain the recovery

Block

characteristics
  

The bombing had only

                        temporal effects
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Theoretical framework



Environment

• Time is discrete and finite, and there is a continuum of workers who are endowed with one unit 

of labor that is supplied inelastically 

• A city (Hiroshima City) is embedded in a larger economy that offers a reservation level of utility

• The city consists of a discrete number of locations that correspond to city blocks 

• There is a single final good that is produced under perfect competition and constant return to 

scale, which is freely traded within Hiroshima and the wider economy and chosen as numeraire

• Blocks differ in terms of their productivity, amenities, land endowment and bilateral commuting 

costs

– Productivity and amenities depend on both location fundamentals and agglomeration 

forces

– Bilateral commuting costs depend on the observed transport network, including both private 

and public transportation
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Dynamic quantitative urban model

The model combines three key ingredients central to evaluating the impact of the shock on the 

organization of economic activity within a city

1. Workers commute from their residence to their workplace subject to commuting costs

2. Worker mobility decisions are assumed to take a Calvo form

– In each period, there is a Poisson probability that a worker receives an opportunity to 

change their residence and workplace block

– This captures the gradual response of the spatial distribution of economic activity

3. Workers take forward-looking location choices 

– Upon receiving a moving opportunity, workers draw idiosyncratic preferences for each 

residence-workplace pair in a city and the wider economy, and choose the pair that offers 

the highest option values
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The option value of living in 𝒏 and working in 𝒊 assessed in period 𝒕 is:

Amenity Wage
Migration Opportunity

Local labor market

Model overview 
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The option value of living in 𝒏 and working in 𝒊 assessed in period 𝒕 is:

Amenity Wage
Migration Opportunity

Local labor market

Agglomeration

The mass of workers who live in 𝒏 and work in 𝒊 in period 𝒕 + 𝟏 is: 

Model overview 
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Estimation



Model’s calibration

The calibration of the model proceeds in three steps:

1. Estimate commuting and mobility parameters using the historical data for Hiroshima

2. Using the observed population and employment from 1955 to 1975, the model is 

inverted for option values attached to the locations in their migration choices

3. Accounting for the fixed fundamentals, we estimate the amenity and productivity 

spillovers by the method of moments

– Identification: changes in the structural errors are not correlated with the distance 

from the city center
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Estimate the agglomeration parameters
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Accounting for the recovery of Hiroshima



Accounting for the recovery in 1945–50

Question: How well can the endogenous mechanisms in our model explain the recovery of 

central Hiroshima in 1945-50?

 
We simulate the model without the change in structural residuals in the fundamentals
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Role of agglomeration economies

Question: How important are agglomeration forces relative to fundamental advantages for the re-

emergence of the city center?

We simulate the model by shutting down the agglomeration forces in amenities and productivity
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Existence of multiple equilibria

• Tension between agglomeration forces and differences in location fundamentals shapes the 

spatial concentration of economic activity in both steady state and transition 

• With strong agglomeration forces, there can be an alternative equilibrium

– Given the same initial condition, the economy could show a completely different transition 

in equilibrium

• In the current setting there can be an alternative equilibrium, in which economic activity could 

have remained concentrated in the outskirts of the city instead of coalescing around the pre-

war center

• We show that there exists another possible rational expectation equilibrium

– We find the equilibrium under the same initial condition and parameter values as our 

calibration   
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No recovery equilibrium
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Emergence of expectations 

• Question: Why was the recovery equilibrium selected in reality?

 Our model and data do not allow us to investigate why the expectations emerged …

• Self-fulfilling expectations

• There are potential factors that helped the coordination of expectations: 

– The presence of a preliminary public recovery plan/debate

– Anchoring effect of salient location characteristics (e.g., the tram system in the city 

survived) 

– Remaining property rights

– Narratives of rebuilding the city

• Together with our reduced-form results and structural analysis, the most likely explanation 

for the re-emergence of the pre-war city structure is a coordination of expectations

– Direct influence of the above factors would be limited, given the good fit of our model, 

additional reduced-form results, and institutional setting
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Conclusion

• What is the key driver of the resilience of city structure? 

• We investigate this by examining one of the most dramatic natural experiments from history - 

the atomic bombing of the city of Hiroshima in Japan – and show the remarkable resilience of 

the internal city structure 

• We develop a dynamic spatial GE model that combines the key ingredients central to 

evaluating the impact of a shock on the organization of economic activity within cities

• We estimate the structural parameters of the model using the data for Hiroshima and show 

that strong agglomeration forces in productivity and amenities are required to explain the 

re-emergence of the pre-war city structure of Hiroshima 

• We show that there exists another possible rational expectations equilibrium, in which 

economic activity could have remained concentrated in the outskirts of the city

• Public policymakers can play a key role in fostering the resilience of cities by helping to 

coordinate individuals’ expectations about the patterns of recovery
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Thank You



Source of data

• Population (newly digitized in this paper)

– 1933-36  Hiroshima-shi tokei sho (広島市統計書)

– 1945-53 Hiroshima Shisei Yoran (市勢要覧）
– 1955-    Population Census (国勢調査)

– Block level population in 1945 is estimated using less granular population data and 

the damage records 

• Employment and establishments (newly digitized in this paper)

– 1938  Hiroshima-shi shoukou gyou keiei chosa (広島市商工業経営調査)

– 1946  Hiroshima Shisei Yoran (市勢要覧)

– 1953  Hiroshima chukan jinko chosa (広島昼間人口調査)

– 1957- Business establishment statistical survey (事業所統計)

– Block level employment in 1945 is estimated using less granular employment data in 

1946, destruction of buildings and establishments in 1938, together 

– We use a less granular level in 1953, 57, 63 and block-level data in 1966 to 

approximate the block-level employment in 1945-63



Source of data
• Damage 

– Hiroshima genbaku sensai-shi (原爆戦災誌) on the ratio of death and destroyed 

buildings

– Takezaki and Soda (2001) provide the GIS version 

• Commuting  

– Microdata of 1987 Person-trip Survey in Hiroshima provided by the Chugoku Region 

Development Bureau 

• Proxies of fundamental locational amenities and productivity 

– Data from the digital national land information by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 

Transport and Tourism and Hiroshima city government

– Altitude, slope, distance to water, soil condition, geographical coordinates

– Distance to the closest station, cultural asset

• Maps 

– Block boundaries as of the bombing (Takezaki and Soda, 2001)

– We digitized commercial maps published in 1966 and 76 to deal with the redrawing the 

block boundaries 

– We digitized the transport network in 1950 and 78 



Population and employment in Hiroshima



Damage 



Hiroshima



Nagasaki

• The bomb hit an outskirt of the city

• We also obtain history independence for Nagasaki



Employment changes



Control public housing supply



Additional reduced form result



Commuting elasticity



Estimate the agglomeration parameters

• Population changes between any two periods Overall attractiveness of each block

• Observed population, land endowment and parameters  Fundamental advantages 𝒂𝒊𝒕

• Average out the trend terms and take differences between periods We focus on the 

change in structural error in fundamentals

– Identification: changes in the log structural errors are not correlated with the distance 

from the city center
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Spatial spread of spillovers

Degree of spatial decay, 𝛿



Alternative equilibrium

Highest population and 

employment density in 

no recovery equilibrium
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